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rishi kapoor had so much to offer as a performer. as an actor, he always gave his 100% to each role and his work never went waste. he never compromised his art. his acting was so natural and he used to do a lot of improvisation, which made his character that much more
intriguing. rishi kapoor's performance in prem rog was aptly described by author shobhaa de, who called it the sadda haq of his career. "i think rishi's performance in prem rog is the sadda haq of his career. all his other performances were fabulous, but it was here that he
showed what he was capable of as an actor. he is one of the few actors who can do both comedy and tragedy without showing any acting talent. and the great thing about his performance is that he looks absolutely fresh and modern - as if he has never seen a film before.

unlike the other actors who did this film, he never looked out of place. he looked like he was having such a great time doing this film, and it's the same today", she wrote in her outlook column. rishi kapoor has also appeared in a few marathi films. mateya, directed by vishal
bhardwaj, released in 2004, had him in a cameo as a police officer who shames a gangster for not paying protection money to a local dacoit. kapoor's character gets a beating and is later picked up by a cop. he then tags along with his gangster boss, played by anupam kher,
to collect the dacoit's money. "mateya is a brilliant film and i was really honoured to be a part of it. vishal bhardwaj is a god and i was completely comfortable in his company. it was a very exciting and exciting time. he is one of the best directors i have worked with. vishal is

really fun to work with and i am really thankful to him for giving me a great character", kapoor told india today in a 2004 interview.
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